Nyhart looking at duties

By Karen Watel

(Ed. Note: Karen, Secretary-General is not the only student representative in the faculty. However, Nyhart was Chairman last year.)

"Students didn't wait for school to start to get active this year; nor did the administration. I walked into an administration going full swing. I wasn't particularly focused on the job until I was named. Nyhart's reactions after two weeks in his new post as Dean for Student Affairs:

On Wednesday, September 3, Dean Nyhart and the rest of the staff focused for a day-long conference with about a dozen students on the role their offices should play.

What came out of that day's "put me and other people there more in tune with the concerns of students over the Vietnam War and the breadth, depth and range of this concern. We were impressed with the fact that no matter what other things the Deans' office works on, not to react to that in some way be leaving the center out of the house.

Heresy...

(Continued from page 4)

memoranda. In this way, the
Coop might take a lesson from TWA and sponsor a give-away, to its employees. When a patron is treated especially nicely by an employee of the store, he drops his or her name in a special backup file and those employees most appreciated by the customers would be given bonuses. With this as an incentive, perhaps all the comments about the "bunchy old Coop ladies" would be a thing of the past.

In summary, this column has tried to provide a visible alternative for the Coop to follow in the coming years with a view toward improving Coop-student relations and increasing monetary benefits for Coop customers. For in the words of the Rules and Regulations of the Coop, "The object of the Harvard Cooperative Society is to reduce the cost of living at MIT. It exists solely for that purpose and endeavors to afford special facilities for the purchase of all kinds of students supplies."

Let the Coop practice what it preaches.

Be an Athletic Supporter

* Jackets
* Jerseys
* Sweets
* Serving fraternities and intramural teams

After a successful encounter with the MIT community last year, we are once again offering a complete line of sports and athletic wear printed to your order.

Rogard Co.

BARBER SHOP
1075 Massachusetts Ave.
879.1934

"Fellini's episode makes 'Spiris of the Dead' a remarkable film. It is a beautiful piece, it is Fellini at his best, dealing with the supernatural!" — Judith Crist-Today Show

"SPIRITS OF THE DEAD" STARTS TOMORROW
6:00-8:00-10:00
CENTRAL SQ.
UN 4-0426

"A treat for every red-blooded yee-vee... capturing beautifully surreal, upbeat, and in many Roman dull pads fitted with active swivels. The cover here is passion and it is presented in the nude with great frequency. Camille has her then in high style. Miss Gaubert is all there — and candid, too!" — A. H. Walker, "The Times"

Serving fraternities and intramural teams

VI A FELLINI!

Friday, October 15 3:30 Rally

Boston College meeting calls for October 15 3:30 rally

Faculty and students from 11 rally with US Sen. George Boston area colleges meeting at McGovern in Boston.

Boston College Sunday night with Prof. Loem of Harvard spearheaded a Faculty Student Coalition on the activities of local and for a Vietnam Moratorium in national faculty organizations in- Boston to facilitate end-the-war and phasing MIT professors Lusitania and activities on October 15.

The coalition will sponsor port for the student coalition. Masses rally on Boston Common at Rutgers, the University of Con- 3:30 pm October 15 to demand neutrality, the University of Penn- immediate US withdrawal from Syria, and possibly other Vietnam. It will also coordinate schools will close October 15 in activities of various underground groups to his group's efforts.

The BC meeting began with a majority of those present support statement by Ken Hurwitz of sa- ed free speech.

National Vietnam Peace Action about the student coalition. It will hold an organizational meeting of a broad coalition united in tonight at 7:30 on the fourth surprising their opposition to the war, to floor of the Student Center. Inter- force the Nixon Administration ested students should contact MIT to withdraw all American forces coordinator Wells Edlman 70, at the University of Vietnam. The national on 66-2134 or x3561, or Aronson at 876-5855 or x2731.

Quick by Phone

Scientific Problem Computer Solutions

Many mathematical formulations are computer. You can be quickly read over the telephone.

ITERATION ASSOCIATES can process such documents, run them on their time-sharing terminals, and return detailed solutions, either on the telephone, within ONE hour. ($20 approximate bill-

879-1934 "ITERATION for Computation" 879-1934

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1:30 PM
A RUSSIAN FOLK MUSIC FESTIVAL

"Spirits of the Dead" starts TOMORROW! - 6:00-8:00-10:00

"Camille 2000" - 8:00-10:00
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